
On his way to an ultimate recipe, the innovative chef goes through a 
complex process. Like a clockwork system different progress levels are linked to point to-
wards a final goal: bringing an innovation out to the public. The chefs possibility to show 
his love for food ! The International Gastronomy Centre in Brussels consists of two ele-
ments translating the concept of a clockwork: A Process Body divided into four progress 
stages and a Market Hall creating the link to the public. The differentiation between a 
public and a semi private body is visible in two different facade strategies. On the ground 
level the Market Halls glass skin allows the inside to melt into the public plaza whereas 
the Process Body sitting above only gives limited insight through an irregularly opened 
facade. While the ground level clearly states its relation towards the plaza, the body abo-
ve reacts to the build structures surrounding the site. The high front facade is framing 
the plaza, whereas the height of the sidefacades shrinks adjusting to the three to four 
storey high dwelling buildings.

A spiral ramp is the central element connecting the two bodies. It is publicly accessible 
and thus allows the visitor to get controlled insight into the cooking process. On each 
level the ramps handle transforms into a furniture representing one of the four process 
phases (see diagrams below) until it finally evolves into a long stretching counter in the 
market hall. Since being a chef means little free time, three cores offer an additional 
‘shortcuttransportation‘ in between the floors.

We divided the creative process into the following four phases:
The Top level is called EXPLORE. This is the concept phase. A library, study rooms and ac-
ces to an outside vegetable garden equip the chef with permanent research accessibility. 
In this early stage colour and composition concepts are more important than taste. Thus 
the level also contains flexible exhibition space for Arts, Architecture and Photography. 
A large window allows the public to watch the chefs in the big Laboratory kitchen. This 
double height room sits on the next level called: EXPERIMENT. Laboratory kitchen, a 
media library as well as space for relaxation and an outside garden support the phase 
of experimentation. Central element in this level is a library of herbs and spices that is 
transforming out of the ramps handle. The third level we call EXCHANGE. Here you‘ll find 
space for discussion, lecture or press conferences - generally to enhance the internati-
onal exchange. The auditorium that can also host cultural events is connected to a bar 
on the fourth stage called EXPERIENCE. This level mainly holds the ‘guinipig‘ restaurant 
where the chefs can exchange and discuss their newest creations.

Directly below sits the ‘Market Hall‘. This is where the chef finally steps into direct inter-
action with the public. The show off kitchen sitting behind the long counter is the heart 
of the Market Hall. Here the chef can present himself. At the same time everybody on the 
other  side of the counter gets the chance to taste the emotion of cooking. Mixed with 
the sensual impact of a market this is the place for foodlovers. For chefs and for Brussels!

public level - bringing the market inside

circulation -  links the public market hall and the four levels of process

closing blockstructure - thus creating entrance situations and terraces

context - adjusting the height to the surrounding structures

João Francisco Sousa: “Hey Alfonso! It‘s so great 
here in the IGC! So much input. They had this 
exhibition and I saw a painting that made me 
shiver. I got a lot of ideas! I am gonna elaborate 
on those ...“

Beatrice Orlandi: “... The colour of this Chrysan-
theme is fantastic. This will add a whole different 
touch to our composition!“

Maria-Thérèse Kazatzidou: “We should try to 
freeze this flower in the lab. The cracking sound 
will be very affecting.“

Maria-Thérèse Kazatzidou: “... that was so inspi-
ring. I had never heard about this method.“

Björn Ingridsson: “Why didn‘t we do this befo-
re?...“

Björn Ingridsson: “... Great idea to spheriphicate 
the African Cucumber Juice! Delicate texture.“

Pierre Maccario: “Merci. Any suggestions before 
I will put it on the market? ...“ 

landscaping the roof -  create outside spaces. 
plantation reduces stormwater runoff and insulates the building.

EXPLORE

terrace
vegetable garden
gallery
library
study places
group study rooms 

EXPERIMENT

chill out area
inspiration „garden“
media lab
three laboratory kitchen
terrace
vegetable garden

EXCHANGE

accomodation
classrooms
auditorium

EXPERIENCE

accomodation
„guinipig“ restaurant
kitchen
bar
auditorium (theatre)
administration

PUBLIC

accomodation
public restaurant
markethall
administration

clockwork cucumber
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Pierre Maccario: “... Can I bring you our newest 
creation? “  

Manuel Nyberg Inostroza: “ Sounds extraordina-
ry! (tastes) ... Joder! What an adventure I will re-
commend this in my magazine!“
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